Thriving In Law
Supporting Employee Wellbeing
During the Pandemic
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| Be ahead of the curve

March 2020 saw the first joint collaboration between LawCare, Byrne Dean and Wellbeing Republic.
We found ourselves hosting our first joint collaboration virtually, given the social distancing
restrictions which have been put in place by the UK Government to slow the spread of Covid-19. To
help law firms best support their employees during this time, we discussed a number of pertinent
issues, which many people have been discussing, namely managing anxiety and bolstering immunity.
Given a number of conversations that have been happening behind the scenes, we also looked at
how to best support leaders during these challenging times.
Managing Anxiety | Uxshely Carcamo

Managing anxiety
Uxshely Carcamo | byrne·dean
March 2020

The current climate
Naming (rather than trying to numb) our fears and
feelings right now can help
• Fear for our health and the health of our loved ones our minds will have gone to the worst case-scenario.
• Uncertainty about the future - our jobs/ businesses,
financial worries and future plans.
• Loneliness - need to stay at home and stay away from
loved ones.
• Boredom - what will we do if we can leave the house or
go to pubs/clubs/gatherings?
• Basic needs - food, medication…toilet roll??!
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Stop and
notice what
has been on
your mind?
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Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
Self-actualisation eg creative pursuits, purpose
Esteem eg self-esteem, recognition
Love and belonging eg friendship, intimacy,
connection
Safety needs eg employment, health, property
Physiological needs eg air, water, food
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Our FEAR
kicks in causing
anxiety
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• What physical changes do you notice
when stressed or anxious?
• These were designed for a different
purpose
• Now it is often our thoughts and
beliefs causing our stress
• Chicken or the egg - because
negative thoughts are more common
when the fight or flight response
kicks in
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Breaking
the cycle

Behaviours
Thoughts

First step: start
identifying and
naming negative
thoughts

Emotions

Second step:
identify if this
triggers a thought
cascade
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Some negative automatic thinking patterns might have kicked in

Catastrophic
thinking

Overestimating
likelihood of
negative events

Belief
anxiety
is dangerous

Belief can’t
tolerate
discomfort

Thinking
worrying is Negative thoughts
about ourselves/
helpful
the world
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Some cognitive distortions
Jumping to Magnification
Labels
conclusions
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Mind reading Selective Black or
abstraction white
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Thought

Possible distortion

Rational response

My boss has been quiet
lately – maybe I’m going
to get fired

Jumping to conclusions

Maybe he is concerned about
other things and doesn’t hate
me

If I ask to set up a
weekly zoom call and he
says no it will be the
end of the world

Magnification

It would probably hurt for a
bit but I would get over it –
I’ve coped with things like
this in the past

He must think I’m so
selfish and lazy for
staying at home right
now and not offering to
bring him groceries

Labels /
mind-reading

Maybe he does but maybe he
doesn’t – we’ve all been told
to stay at home so he should
know why I am doing this
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Planning = helpful

Worrying
vs
Planning

•

Focus on solutions and practical measures

•

Keep a balanced view of all perspectives

•

Constructive thinking and the ability to
move on to focus on other things

Worrying = unhelpful

•

Obsess over everything that could go
wrong

•

Focus on the worst case scenario

•

Involves repetitive negative thoughts and
fear based thinking
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Uncertainty
and Anxiety

• It is natural for uncertainty to cause
anxiety – our brain resists change
• Thought suppression can make things
worse
• Be selective of information sources/limit
exposure
• Focus on what you can control
• Come back to the present moment
• Accept your feelings – don’t try to numb
them – sometimes feelings are guides
• Channel your feelings into kindness, love
and compassion
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Lose sense
of objectivity

• Talk things through with others
• Write them down
• What would you advise a friend?
• Adopt the “observing-self”
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1.Notice the thoughts – remembering
thoughts are not facts
2.Identify any cognitive distortions
3.Check in with the facts and the
evidence (write it down)
4.Go through the thoughts cascade and
any related thoughts
5.Focus on practical steps you can take –
what can you actually control?
6.Use acceptance skills to let go of
things you can’t control
13
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What can
you control?

• Your reaction
• Your behaviour
• Your level of interaction with others
• What you choose to focus on
But not:

• Others or how they behave (though
you may influence them you
ultimately can’t control them)
• The rest of the world
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Seeing uncertainty
as possibility….
What good can you
find in this?
15
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Channelling
fear into
positivity

• Time to express gratitude for loved ones
• Time to rest, re-charge and take care of
your health
• Time to focus on more long-term
projects you have been putting off
• Time to come together despite our
differences
• More time to spend with loved ones
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Optimising Immune Function | Nick Bloy
While employers have traditionally been interested in sickness absence, the pandemic has shifted
the conversation towards understanding how people can stay well during these uncertain times.
There are lots of things that people can do to optimise their immune function, some of which are not
necessary compatible with the working culture that continues to persist within many city law firms.
Now is the time to champion for positive change.

OPTIMISING YOUR
IMMUNE FUNCTION

Optimism
Sleep

Exercise

Mindfulness
Social connection

Nutrition
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SLEEP
70%

70% DECREASE IN NATURAL KILLER CELLS

SLEEPING <7 HOURS PER NIGHT

3 x INCREASED RISK OF CONTRACTING COMMON COLD

ONE WEEK OF 4 HOURS’ SLEEP

BLUNTED IMMUNE RESPONSE TO FLU JAB FOR UP TO 4 WEEKS

300%

ONE NIGHT OF <5 HOURS

1WEEK

2WEEK

3WEEK

4WEEK

Sleep Tips
7-9 hours optimum

Keep technology out of bed(room)

Keep a routine

Avoid emails + news before bed

Get outside before lunch

Avoid alcohol 4hrs before bed

Relax

Avoid caffeine after 2pm

EXERCISE
PEOPLE WHO EXERCISE ARE 43%
LESS LIKELY TO DEVELOP A URTI

IMMUNE FUNCTION DECREASES
2-3% PER ANNUM FROM 20S
100%

43%

30%
0%
10

+ SYMPTOMS ARE MUCH MILDER
WHEN THEY DO DEVELOP A URTI
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PEOPLE 60s - 80s MAINTAINED
IMMUNE FUNCTION OF 20-YEAROLD BY EXERCISING REGULARLY
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Exercise Tips
Move throughout each day

Don’t overdo it

Mix of cardio and strength

Avoid exercise <2 hrs before bed

Exercise mindfully

Avoid exercising near others

NUTRITION
Vit

C

Citrus Fruits

Vit

E

Almonds

Kiwi Fruit

Sunflower seeds

Red Peppers

Hazelnuts

Broccoli

Peanut Butter

Zinc
Oysters
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Carotenoids

Carrots

Baked Beans

Oily Fish

Kale

Cashews

Flaxseed

Apricots

Raisin bran

Walnuts

Papaya

Chickpeas

Strawberries

Omega

Mango

Nutrition Tips
Stay hydrated

Avoid ultra processed foods

Eat plenty of fruit and vegetables

Avoid soft drinks etc

Opt for wholefoods

Minimize alcohol intake

Be mindful of what you buy

Avoid multi-vitamins
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OPTIMISM
Half full?
165,659 have recovered

Half empty?

Some people are hugely caring

37,820 have died

I still have control over lots of things

Some people are being selfish

Look at all those people who are!

My life seems out of control
Those people aren’t keeping 2 metres apart

Optimism Tips
Challenge pessimistic thinking

Limit news consumption

Practise gratitude

Limit Social Media Consumption

Practise Mindfulness

Avoid negative rumination

Cultivate perspective taking

SOCIAL CONNECTION

LONELINESS INCREASES FIGHT OR FLIGHT

UPREGULATING INFLAMMATION
DOWNREGULATING ANTIVIRAL IMMUNE RESPONSE

LONELINESS IS WORSE FOR HEALTH THAN SMOKING AND OBESITY

WHEN WE FEEL LOVED + SAFE WE RELEASE OXYTOCIN
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UPREGULATING ANTIVIRAL IMMUNE RESPONSE
DOWNREGULATING INFLAMMATION
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Social Connection Tips
Maximise use of video technology
Make time to connect each day

Limit self-criticism

Cultivate self-compassion

Avoid criticising others

Try Loving-kindness meditation

MINDFULNESS

Leading through uncertainty | Nick Bloy
It can be easy enough to forget about the wellbeing of leaders during this time. Yet, like everyone
else, they are human beings. If you cut them, they will bleed. They experience all of the same
emotions as everyone else, such as fear, anxiety and overwhelm. Leaders in law firms are being
expected to lead in unprecedented times. To ensure they are making the best decisions, which are
not being tainted by fear and cognitive distortions, it is imperative that they are provided with the
support they need at this crucial time.
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LEADING THROUGH UNCERTAINTY

CARE IS RELATED TO MUCH LOWER
LEVELS OF STRESS + BURNOUT

% ‘Stress is manageable’
% Disagree/Strongly disagree
that ‘I feel burned out’

50%

56%

40%
28%
14%

16%

ORGANISATION
DOESN’T CARE

NEUTRAL
ORGANISATION

ORGANISATION
DOES CARE
*Limeade Institute 2019

How are your anxiety levels currently?

How are you sleeping?

Do you have the emotional support you need?

Have you got systems in place to protect your wellbeing?
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Are your decisions + actions being tainted by fear?

Are you reacting or pro-actively responding?

Are you staying true to your values at this time?

Will people remember your leadership through
this pandemic favourably in 12months’ time?

ARE YOU OK?

Tips for Leaders
Check-in regularly with peers

Don’t be an island

Prioritise self-care

Avoid falling into finite thinking

Cultivate greater selfawareness + mindfulness

Avoid negative rumination +
things you cannot influence

Prioritise the important not
just the urgent

Don’t suppress your emotions
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